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Dr Rongxiang Xu in a special ceremony delivered an in-depth presentation on how to initiate the human body's PRC 
regenerative life and the kickoff of the era of applied organ regeneration science. Dr. Xu further idnetified that organ 
regeneration science offers the guarntee of health and is the highesr ideal in basic and applied studies in human life science. 
Dr. Xu was the only international Laureate for this year's International Golden Biatec invention of "the ascientific route and 
solution for human regeneration and life extension."

During the award ceremony, Dr. Xu began his discussion by providing an overview about the scientific missions announced 
by four former and present U.S. Presidents, Dr. Rongxiang Xu talked abotu the importance of entering the era for application 
of human organ regeneration science. He stated that: former U.S. President Nixon made a commitment in 1971 to use genes 
to conquer cancer. That quest was not ended until March 21, 2013, after dozens of years of study and validation, Professor 
Watson, the 'father of gene', announced that gene therapy study is of no value which many view as the end of the gene 
application era.

According to Dr. Xu, some scientists who failed to create rteal stem cells have labeled fake pluripotent stem cells as genuine 
pluripotent stem cells therefore creating fraudulent conduct and misleading information which ruined the era of embryonic 
stem cell study first initiated under the Bush administration due to the fasle object  used in so called stem cell study. Thsi year 
U.S. President Barack Obama encouraged the study of "damaged organ regenerartion" drugs, which is also the organ 
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regeneration sceince route patented by Dr. Rongxiang Xu. President Obama did bring the direction of American life science 
development up to the era for application of organ regenration science. two years ago, in the University of Southern California 
(USC), USA, the Institute of Applied Science for Human Regeneration and Rejuvenation (IASHRR) was founded to initiate in 
advance the higher education of human organ regeneration science. Among Xu's organ regeneration technologies, the 
applied technology for skin organ regeneration has already been used in 73 countries for 25 years.

In Dr. Xu's view, if the life of the human body's own PRC is initiated, then human diseases incurable by medicine will 
remarkably decrease, and mankind wuill enjoy an unexpected happier and healthier life. The energy of the human body will 
enhance unprecedentedly and human lifespan will be extended significantly. The fortune created by human beings will be 
unprecedentedly immeasurable. The world of human regenerative life will come into reality naturally.

In order to benefit people worldwide with his invention and creation, Dr Xu is calling on the leaders of all countries to validate 
and utilize his life-saving technologies as soon as possible for the good of their nations. Dr. Xu has also called on relevant 
scientists and affected interest group in the organ regeneration science era to join the trend of boosting organ regeneration 
science, if they have no better technology than organ regeneration science and would like to apply organ regeneration 
science to stay healthy and increase longevity. Dr. Xu's goal is to work together with all national governments to accomplish 
the mission of enabling people worldwide to enjoy regenerative life.


